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mood box - BAO LE

INSPIRATION

When I heard of soundtrack 2, I was 
reminded of a monastery, bordering 
the lines of meditation. Thus, I want-
ed to use organic colours that were 
soothing like brown or green. The pre-
dominant brown structure was heav-
ily influenced by the various religious 
structures that bring peace of mind 
while the green sandpaper “hats” 
coarseness (SD) and explosion of wood 
(SO) stand for the sounds in the piece. 

Our group decided to utilize the 
large brown structure as it heavily 
embodied the D of our soundtrack, 
where it wraps but also compli-
ments the SD and SO sounds. 
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mood box - JUSTINNE

INSPIRATION

Inspired by aboriginal designs and colours; 
there was an incorporation of mainly nature 
and its natural elements into my model. By 
using only hand-picked leaves (D), hand-
made terra-cotta model (SD) along with the 
small beads (SO), this represented what I en-
visioned from listening to our soundtrack 2.
Ultimately, our group decided to use the 
“leaves” portion as it played a large sig-
nificance in amplifying our moodbox.
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mood box 3 - AMADEA
As I listened to sound track 1, I interpreted a homely feeling from 
it and decided to integrate a number of elements that remind-
ed me closely of home. The large bubble wrap piece (D) that en-
cases the overall of the model links closely to the childhood days, 
while the wood stands (SD) and teabags (SO) serve as a represen-
tation of a warm inviting home and the scent of tea wafting about. 

Our group decided to feature the tea bag component as it held a dy-
namic feature of playing with “scent” and bringing our moodbox to life.
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